High-T c GdBa 2 Cu 3 O 7Ϫ␦ superconductor bolometers with operation temperatures near 89 K, large receiving areas of 0.95 mm 2 and very high detectivity have been made. The bolometers are supported by 0.62 m thick silicon nitride membranes. A specially developed silicon-on-nitride layer was used to enable the epitaxial growth of the high-T c superconductor. Using a gold black absorption layer an absorption efficiency for wavelengths between 70 and 200 m of about 83% has been established. The noise of the best devices is fully dominated by the intrinsic phonon noise of the thermal conductance G, and not by the 1/f noise of the superconducting film. The temperature dependence of the noise and the resulting optimum bias temperature have been investigated. In the analysis the often neglected effect of electrothermal feedback has been taken into account. The minimum electrical noise equivalent power ͑NEP͒ of a bolometer with a time constant of 95 ms is 2.9 pW/Hz 1/2 which corresponds with an electrical detectivity D* of 3.4ϫ10 10 cm Hz 1/2 /W. Similar bolometers with ϭ27 ms and NEPϭ3.8 pW/Hz 1/2 were also made. No degradation of the bolometers could be observed after vibration tests, thermal cycling and half a year storage. Measurements of the noise of a Pr doped YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7Ϫ␦ film with T c ϭ40 K show that with such films the performance of air bridge type high-T c bolometers could be improved.
I. INTRODUCTION
For the detection of far-infrared radiation both thermal detectors and nonthermal photovoltaic ͑photon͒ detectors can be used.
1 Usually photon detectors are preferred but their spectral response is limited by the cutoff wavelength c ϭhc/U c , with U c the charge carrier excitation energy. This implies that for long wavelength response U c must be very small. At the same time the operating temperature must be low enough so that the thermal energy kT is much smaller than the excitation energy. Typically, for operation at liquid nitrogen temperature ͑77 K͒ HgCdTe detectors are used with a cutoff wavelength of about 12 m and a detectivity D* at 10 m of 2ϫ10 10 cm Hz 1/2 /W. For longer wavelengths up to 200 m doped Si or Ge photon detectors are used with operating temperatures below 10 K.
At higher operating temperatures and longer wavelengths photon detectors are outperformed by thermal detectors. Above 77 K probably the highest detectivity over the broadest band in the far-infrared can be achieved with high-T c superconducting transition edge bolometers. In these bolometers the temperature is read out with a high-T c superconductor, making use of the very high temperature coefficient of resistance at the superconducting transition.
During the last years a lot of effort has been put into the development and optimization of these detectors.
1- 6 The highest detectivity D*ϭA 1/2 /NEPϭ8ϫ10 9 cm Hz 1/2 /W is reported for a detector with a sensitive area A of 50 ϫ50 m 2 and a NEP ͑noise equivalent power͒ for radiation with wavelengths between about 12 and 36 m of 6.3 ϫ10 Ϫ13 W/Hz 1/2 at a frequency of 32 Hz. 5 Possible applications of high-T c bolometers which can be cooled with liquid nitrogen or small low power mechanical cryocoolers, exist in far-infrared spectroscopy in laboratory or in space-based systems.
We have investigated bolometers which consist of a 0.6-1 m silicon nitride ͑silicon rich Si x N y ͒ membrane with a high-T c superconducting GdBa 2 Cu 3 O 7Ϫ␦ ͑GBCO͒ film on top. The operating temperature ͑near the midpoint of the superconducting transition͒ is about 89 K. Si x N y has been chosen because very strong membranes can be made of it and because its thermal conductivity is very low, making a high sensitivity possible. A 300 nm monocrystalline silicon layer on top of the Si x N y membrane enables the epitaxial growth of the superconductor. This is necessary for a low level of the 1/f noise of the high-T c film. A gold black absorption layer is deposited on the detector to obtain a high efficiency in the far-infrared. 7 The bolometers described here are intended for a possible satellite instrument for remote sensing of atmospheric a͒ Electronic mail: m.denivelle@sron.ruu.nl OH. 8, 9 It is one of the instruments investigated in the PI-RAMHYD study ͑Passive Infra-Red Atmospheric Measurements of HYDroxyl͒ of the European Space Agency. PI-RAMHYD aims at global monitoring of important species in the atmospheric chemistry by limb sounding of the emitted radiation. In the instrument a Fabry-Perot etalon together with a reflection grating is used to select the 84.42 m emission line of OH.
II. BOLOMETER THEORY
Recently, excellent reviews of the theory have been published.
1,2 However, in these and most other publications the effect of electrothermal feedback on the noise properties as noted by Mather 10 is neglected. Especially for transition edge bolometers the influence of this feedback can be substantial. 11, 12 So, a brief presentation of the theory is given in which the influence of feedback on the noise has been taken into account in a more accessible manner than by Mather.
A bolometer is a thermal detector, which employs an electrical resistance thermometer to measure the temperature of a radiation absorber. Depending on the ratio between its characteristic time constant and the time g between the arrival of the individual energy carriers ͑photons or particles͒ it will operate like a calorimeter or a bolometer.
2 Here we will focus on the second case, where / g ӷ1.
The bolometer consists of an absorbing volume with heat capacity C ͓J/K͔ which is weakly coupled to a cold bath at temperature T 0 by a link with thermal conductance G ͓W/K͔. The resulting thermal time constant ͓s͔ is equal to C/G. The bolometer contains a resistive thermometer which is characterized by its temperature coefficient of resistance ␣ given by
The thermometer is readout by measuring the current through or the voltage over the thermometer. In the first case the bolometer is ideally biased with a constant voltage, in the second case with a constant current. The functional behavior is described and clarified by the block diagram in Fig. 1 . In this diagram ⌬ Pϭ⌬ P rad is the absorbed radiation ͑ is the absorption efficiency͒. The separate ͑Laplace͒ transfer functions for the transfer from power to temperature (F 1 ), from temperature variation to variation of the thermometer resistance (F 2 ), from resistance variation to the output voltage or current (F 3 ) and from output voltage or current to electrical power dissipated in the thermometer (F 4 ) are indicated. The Fourier equivalent for F 1 describing the thermal relaxation is (1/G)/(1ϩi). The feedback loop takes account of the electrical dissipation in the thermometer which adds up to the input signal. The text between the brackets holds for the case of current bias with voltage readout, and the alternatives without brackets for voltage bias with current readout.
In 
with L 0 ϭ P␣/G. PϭIV is the bias power. Instead of L 0 the symbol a is often used. The responsivity S of the bolometer is equal to the closed loop gain which is given by
where e ϭ/(1ϪL 0 ) is the effective thermal time constant. It follows that for stable operation L 0 must be smaller than 1. This implies that for a positive temperature coefficient ␣ ͑which is the case for a superconducting thermometer biased at its transition temperature T c ͒ there is a maximum to the bias current. In literature L 0 ϭ0.3 is often regarded as close to the optimum. In case of voltage bias with current readout the responsivity becomes
with e ϭ/(1ϩL 0 ) and L 0 ϭV 2 ␣/RG. Now L 0 must be larger than Ϫ1. This means that in case of a positive temperature coefficient ␣ there is no limit for the bias voltage. By increasing the bias power P the speed of the bolometer can be increased with a factor 1ϩL 0 .
11 If L 0 is large the bolometer is operated in so-called extreme electrothermal feedback mode. 12 The sensitivity of a bolometer is limited by various noise sources: Johnson noise and 1/f noise of the thermometer resistance, phonon noise of the thermal conductance G, fluctuations of the background radiation, and external noise from the measurement system including amplifiers, load resistance, fluctuations in the bath temperature, etc.
1,2 For high-T c bolometers the most important noise contributions are the phonon, the 1/f and the Johnson noise. Their input in the bolometer feedback loop is shown in the block diagram of Fig. 1 .
The phonon noise power P N is given by
where ␥ϭ1 for small temperature gradients over the thermal conductance G. 10 The resulting voltage noise at the output equals
In case of current bias the Johnson noise of the thermometer resistance generates a noise voltage
Due to the electrothermal feedback this noise term is modified at the output by a factor 1/(1ϪL) which is usually neglected in literature:
Here the second term can be recognized as the response of the bolometer to the power which is dissipated by the constant bias current in the Johnson noise source. The resulting NEP due to the Johnson noise referred to the input of the loop is
͑10͒
It can be shown that exactly the same result holds for voltage bias with current readout. Note that the time constant which plays a role is rather than e . A similar discussion holds for the 1/f ͑excess͒ noise of the thermometer. By substituting for V N,J the 1/f voltage noise
it is found that the NEP due to the 1/f noise equals
A useful empirical relation for the parameter c is
with ␥ H the Hooge parameter, n c the charge carrier concentration, and E the volume of the resistor. The minimum of NEP f is found at a frequency f ϭ1/2. In order to reach the sensitivity limit set by the phonon noise, NEP J should be smaller than NEP p . From Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑10͒ it follows that this condition is fulfilled ͑at f ϭ1/2͒ if
For the investigated high-T c bolometers this is practically always true since for current bias L 0 is typically 0.3, and ␣ about 2 K Ϫ1 around the midpoint of the superconducting transition (Tϳ90 K).
Analogously, by requiring that the phonon noise exceeds the 1/f noise at f ϭ1/2 it is found that ͓Eqs. ͑6͒, ͑12͒, and ͑13͔͒
This condition can be fulfilled in a temperature window around the superconducting transition where the bolometer has the lowest NEP, as will be discussed in Sec. V C.
III. PRODUCTION PROCESS
High-T c GdBa 2 Cu 3 O 7Ϫ␦ transition edge bolometers on micromachined Si membranes have been reported, with an operating temperature of about 85 K. 4 These bolometers have a receiving area of 0.85ϫ0.85 mm 2 , a NEP of 3 ϫ10 Ϫ11 W/Hz 1/2 and a time constant of 0.4 ms. The quality parameter 6 D*/ 1/2 ϭ1.4ϫ10 11 cm/s W is the highest value found in literature for high-T c bolometers. Their large sensing area as compared to most other high-T c bolometers 3, 5, 6 with typical sizes between 50ϫ50 and 100ϫ100 m 2 makes them very suitable for detection of radiation with relatively long wavelengths of 100 m and above.
Based on this design we have developed a new bolometer with an equally large receiving area but with a much lower NEP. This has been achieved by replacing the supporting silicon by silicon nitride which has a much lower thermal conductivity. A problem imposed by this change is the fact that a thin single crystalline Si layer is needed on top of the amorphous silicon nitride, to allow epitaxial growth of the superconductor. To obtain this layer a new bond-and-etchback technique 14 involving a fusion bonding step between a silicon nitride layer (Si x N y ) and Si has been developed. [15] [16] [17] The 0.62 m low-stress Si x N y layer is grown by low pressure chemical vapor deposition. Prior to the bonding the surface roughness of the Si x N y is reduced by chemical mechanical polishing. As shown in Fig. 2 two different methods are used to obtain the thin Si layer after bonding-and-etchback: boron implantation yielding a stop layer for etching in a solution of KOH with iso-propyl alcohol ͑route 1͒, and FIG. 2. Two routes for silicon-on-nitride production, using a pϩϩ layer ͑left͒ or a SOI wafer ͑right͒.
using the buried oxide layer of a commercially obtained silicon-on-insulator ͑SOI͒ wafer as an etch stop in a KOH solution ͑route 2͒. More details of these processes are published elsewhere. 17 To obtain a high quality superconductor, a 40 nm epitaxial yttria stabilized ZrO 2 ͑YSZ͒ buffer layer with a top layer of CeO 2 was first grown on the Si. Subsequently, the YSZ/CeO 2 and Si layers are patterned by argon ion milling and reactive ion etching, respectively, thereby defining the layout of the GBCO thermometer. On the buffer a 60 nm GBCO is deposited by magnetron sputtering. Only on the parts where the Si/YSZ/CeO 2 layer is still present, this film is superconducting, whereas outside this region on the amorphous silicon nitride it is insulating ͑inhibit technique͒.
Subsequently the structure is covered in situ by a 200 nm PtO x passivation layer. On the bond pads the PtO x is reduced to metallic Pt by local laser heating. At this point the superconducting transition temperature and the transition width of the samples are tested, resulting in a yield of good quality samples of about 70%.
Next the membrane is etched in KOH, with the sample mounted in a front side protection chuck. The yield of this etching process is over 70%. Most of the failures had a clear cause, which could be avoided in the following runs.
The final production step is the deposition of an absorption layer on the membrane. Without this layer the expected absorption efficiency is only around 13%-26%. 4 We use a gold black layer made by evaporation of gold in a nitrogen environment of 8 mbar. 7 The porous gold black layer has a filling fraction of about 0.3%. A shadow mask is used to define a circular absorption area with a diameter of 1.1 mm. In Fig. 3 a top view of the detector area of a produced bolometer is shown.
IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Measurement setup
The bolometers are characterized in a vacuum cryostat with liquid nitrogen cooling. The bolometer temperature can be controlled with 1 mK resolution. On a time scale of 100 s temperature fluctuations are less than 5 K. Connections to the platinum contact pads of the bolometer are made with bonded gold wires. For low frequency noise measurements the bolometers are connected in a bridge setup, using a 1 kHz ac bias current and lock-in amplification. With this setup the system noise spectrum is flat down to at least 0.1 Hz.
The optical response of the bolometer is calibrated with the difference signal from two filtered black bodies at about 30 and 50°C. The total radiation power from these black bodies which is collected on the bolometer is about 1.0 and 1.1 W, respectively. For filtering we use a cold filter consisting of 1 mm quartz and a set of polyethylene scatter filters with diamond, KCl, NaF, and LiF powder. The resulting spectrum covers a band from about 70 to 200 m, with a maximum at 85 m and a cut-off edge at 65 m. The radiation with wavelengths below 65 m adds less than 2% to the total calibration signal. To concentrate the radiation on the absorber a Winston cone is used, with the exit opening of 1.1 mm diameter positioned in front of the absorber at a distance less than 0.2 mm.
B. Results
Eight bolometers have been characterized, two of them with 3ϫ3 mm 2 membranes, the others with 2ϫ2 mm 2 membranes. Three bolometers have a noise level which is fully dominated by the phonon noise, with the 1/f noise V N, f of the superconducting film less than 30% of the phonon noise voltage V N, p . For the other bolometers ratios between 0.8 and 1.8 were determined. These sample-to-sample variations must be related to for instance grain boundaries and inhomogeneities in the high-T c film. The results of five bolometers are summarized in Table I . We will focus on the performance of the bolometers with the lowest 1/f noise level.
The resistance versus temperature for different bias currents of a bolometer ͑No. 4, Table I͒ with a 3ϫ3 mm 2 membrane and a GBCO meander with a length of 17 mm and a width of 25 m is shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4͑a͒ the temperature T 0 of the substrate is plotted. In Fig. 4͑b͒ the temperature has been corrected for the temperature rise of the membrane due to resistive heating: TϭT 0 ϩI 2 R/G, where G is the fitted value of the thermal conductance for which the R ϪT curves coincide. In this way a value of G equal to 1.8 ϫ10 Ϫ5 W/K has been determined. The time constant ϭC/G is 95 ms. This value is calculated from the measured effective rise time e ϭ/(1ϪL 0 ) of the bolometer response to an on-off switching LED.
By subtracting the thermal conductivity of the 0.32 m Si layer underneath the contact leads ͑with Ϸ10 W/cm K 18 ͒ a thermal conductivity for the Si x N y of about 0.030 W/cm K is estimated. At the temperature where dR/dT is maximal, the temperature coefficient of resistance ␣ is 2.5 K Ϫ1 and the resistivity is 50 ⍀ cm. The critical current density of the superconductor measured before membrane etching is about 1.3ϫ10 6 A/cm 2 at 77 K. These are typical values for good quality YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7Ϫ␦ ͑YBCO͒ or GBCO films.
Voltage noise spectra V N ( f ) of the detector have been measured for different bias currents and different temperatures in the superconducting transition region. A typical spectrum is shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ . Also, the spectra of the phonon noise and Johnson noise which are calculated with Eqs. ͑7͒ and ͑9͒ are shown. It can be seen that between about 0.2 and 3 Hz the measured spectrum is fully dominated by the phonon noise.
The corresponding electrical NEP( f )ϭV N ( f )/͉S( f )͉ is plotted in Fig. 5͑b͒ . Between 0.2 and 3 Hz the NEP is about 2.9 pW/Hz 1/2 , which is almost equal to NEP p ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒. In the inset it is shown that the NEP is approximately constant over a broad range of bias points in the superconducting transition. A further discussion of the temperature dependence follows in Sec. V C.
The bolometer efficiencies for wavelengths between 70 and 200 m of some bolometers with different gold black absorption layers have been measured. In Fig. 6 the effective efficiency is plotted versus the thickness of the absorption layer. is calculated as the ratio of the measured dc responsivity ⌬V/⌬ P rad and the calculated responsivity ͉S͉ at ϭ0 ͓Eq. ͑4͔͒.
For G, in the calculations of ͉S͉, the thermal conductivities between meander and heat sink ͑i.e., the rim of the membrane͒ have been used as obtained with fits to R(T) data taken at different electrical power levels ͓see Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͔͒. These values are not influenced by the deposition of the gold black layers. However, the optical power is absorbed over a larger area ͑with diameter d a ϭ1.1 mm͒ than the electrical power (d m ϭ0.9 mm), so that the effective It is seen that above a gold black thickness of about 25 m the efficiency saturates near 83%. This is in good agreement with the reflectivity of 10%-20% at 85 m wavelength obtained with separate measurements of the diffuse reflectivity of gold black layers deposited on reflecting metal substrates.
Also shown are the calculated absorption efficiencies for two values of the electrical conductivity of the gold black. These two values ͑ϭ100 and ϭ300 ⍀ Ϫ1 m
Ϫ1
͒ are the extreme values of the measured conductivities of separate test samples. A reasonable agreement is seen between the determined absorption efficiencies and the calculated curve for ϭ300 ⍀ Ϫ1 m Ϫ1 . In the calculations the bolometer is modeled as a multilayer consisting of Si x N y ͑thickness 620 nm͒ with a complex index of refraction ñϭ2, 20 covered for 45% with Si ͑320 nm, ñϭ3.5͒ and GBCO ͑60 nm, ñϭ20ϩi30͒, and for 55% with high Ohmic GBCO ͑60 nm, estimation: ñϭ3͒. These fractions take account of the patterning of the silicon and the superconductor ͑neglecting diffraction near the edges͒. The refractive index of the superconducting GBCO is found as a fit parameter for the absorption without gold black. The GBCO layers are covered by PtO x ͓200 nm, ñ ϭ3.5ϩi1.5 ͑Ref. 21͔͒ and gold black. The refractive index of the gold black layer was calculated with the effective dielectric function given by Becker with substitution of the measured electrical conductivity of the gold black. 7 Only specular reflection is considered. To take account of the Winston cone optics we have integrated over all angles of incidence between 0 and /2, with a 2 sin cos weight function.
From the time constants of the bolometers before and after deposition of the gold black it could be determined that the specific heat of the black is only 6 mJ/cm 3 K. This corresponds with a filling fraction of 0.3%. The total heat capacity of a 1.1 mm diameter absorber with 25 m thickness is only 1.4ϫ10 Ϫ7 J/K.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Influence of SON layer type SON substrates made according to both routes in Fig. 2 have been used for the production of the bolometers. Measurements on both bolometer types do not indicate a clear difference in quality of the high-T c film. This means that the crystal defects caused by the boron implantation do not influence the epitaxial growth of the high-T c film. The only difference between the two bolometer types can be found in the heat conductance. The route 1 SON layer contains a highly boron doped silicon layer, which has a lower thermal conductivity than the low doped Si top layer of the SOI wafer.
B. Stress relief
The transition temperatures of both bolometers on a 3 ϫ3 mm 2 membrane are about 1.5 K higher than the typical transition temperatures of bolometers on 2ϫ2 mm 2 membranes. It was also observed that the critical temperatures before membrane etching, with the GBCO thermometer still positioned on a solid substrate, and after, when it is positioned on a thin membrane, are different: after etching the T c is about 1 K higher. Both observations suggest that as a result of the membrane etching there is some relaxation of the tensile stress in the meander which is caused by the differences in thermal expansion between the GBCO film and the Si substrate. Consequently T c increases. The increase is surprisingly large: values around 0.4 K/GPa are reported for the pressure dependence dT c /dP of YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7Ϫ␦ films ͑at ambient pressure and 0Ͻ␦Ͻ0.1͒, 22 while the calculated tensile stress in an YBCO film on a silicon substrate is only 0.9 GPa.
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C. Temperature dependence of noise
From fits to the measured noise spectra ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒ we have determined the Hooge parameter ␥ H of several samples. In Fig. 7 ). This film is investigated because at 40 K, which is still in the range of Stirling cycle cryocoolers, the detector will be faster due to a reduced C ͑the thermal conductivity of the involved materials stays approximately constant͒, and the phonon noise will be reduced proportionally with T.
As far as we know there are no reports in literature on the Hooge parameters of doped YBCO films with reduced T c . Given the sharp transition of the doped film, with ␣ ϭ1.3 K Ϫ1 and ϭ30 ⍀ cm at the temperature where dR/dT is maximum, we assume that the Hooge parameters here determined are typical for epitaxial and homogeneous Y 0.6 Pr 0.4 Ba 2 Cu 3 O 7Ϫ␦ films. The optimum ratio ␥ H /␣ 2 equals 14 K 2 . Substitution in Eq. ͑15͒ yields E/CϾ1.0 cm 3 K/J. For the investigated bolometer design a reduction of the heat capacity by a factor 3 is expected when cooling down from 90 to 40 K. This gives E/CϷ0.08 cm 3 K/J which is too small, so that the bolometer will be dominated by the 1/f noise. Only in detectors with a lower heat capacity, for instance with an air bridge design, 6 it might be possible to come close to the phonon noise limit. This would enable an increase of the speed with a factor 3 and a decrease of the NEP with a factor 2 by replacing the YBCO film with a doped film with T c Ϸ40 K.
D. Reduction of heat conductance
The measured NEP is dominated by the phonon noise, which scales with G 1/2 ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒. In the investigated design the two most important sources for this heat conductance are the silicon leads (GϷ9ϫ10 Ϫ6 W/K) present underneath the contact leads from the meander structure to the bond pads, and the supporting silicon nitride membrane ͑also GϷ9 ϫ10 Ϫ6 W/K). The contribution from the silicon depends on both the size of the beams and the electrical conductivity of the silicon used.
By using higher doped Si and making the leads thinner and less wide a reduction of G Si down to about 6 ϫ10 Ϫ7 W/K seems feasible. The contribution from the silicon nitride can be reduced by patterning the membrane, thus obtaining a smaller membrane, suspended by narrow beams. Therefore experiments are started to produce free-standing suspension structures. Structures with 16 silicon nitride legs of 10 m width and 1.5 mm length have already been made. The expected G SiN is about 3.2ϫ10 Ϫ7 W/K so that the total G is about 1ϫ10 Ϫ6 W/K and the NEP around 0.7 pW/Hz 1/2 . The cost for the reduced NEP is a large time constant of about 2 s. By making use of voltage bias with large electrothermal feedback this time constant can potentially be reduced by a factor 1ϩL 0 ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒ while keeping the NEP the same. 11 Using a bath temperature of 50 K we estimate a possible reduction from 2 s to about 50 ms. To reach the required low noise level with current readout probably a ͑high-T c ͒ SQUID current amplifier is necessary.
E. Stability
Several experiments have been done to test the stability of the bolometers. Some bolometers have been repeatedly cycled between room temperature and 80 K. After cycling no change in properties was seen. Also a bolometer which was remeasured after 6 months of storage showed no change in performance. Vibrating a gold black absorber at 30 g rms for 2 minutes ͑white spectrum between 100 and 300 Hz, with main resonance peak at 2050 Hz͒ had no effect on the reflectivity (Ϸ14%). Vibrating a bolometer at 10 g rms for 2 minutes had no effect on its R(T,I) and noise properties.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that high-T c bolometers can be made on silicon nitride membranes with an output noise level which is dominated by the fundamental phonon noise. For frequencies between 0.2 and 3 Hz the achieved electrical NEP of 2.9 pW/Hz 1/2 is equal to the theoretical minimum determined by the phonon noise of the thermal conductance Gϭ1.8 ϫ10 Ϫ5 W/K between the high-T c thermometer and heat sink.
We have shown that an optical efficiency in the farinfrared around 83% can be obtained by depositing a gold black absorption layer on top of the bolometer membrane. The minimal required thickness of the gold black is about 25 m. The filling fraction of the layer is 0.3%.
The lowest measured optical NEP (ϭ115 ms) is 5.5 pW/Hz 1/2 which corresponds with a detectivity D* of 1.8ϫ10 10 
